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Abstract
We consider a path packing problem: given a supply graph G with a node-set N and a demand
graph (T, S) with T ⊆ N , find the maximal number of edge-disjoint paths in G whose end-pairs
belong to S; the network (G, T ) is assumed to be Eulerian. Karzanov’s condition on cliques of
the complementary graph (T, S) (Polyhedra related to undirected multicommodity flows, Linear
Algebra and its Applications 114/115 (1989) 293) appreciably restricts the class of such problems.
The excluded cases are all known to be NP-hard, while the retained problems, except those related
to the cut condition, are still open. The paper presents a max–min theorem for the easiest of these
problems, with (T, S) isomorphic to K2,r , r > 2. The method implements an approach of “smooth
relaxation” implicitly developed in prior research in the area. The proof is nonconstructive; the
algorithmic aspect of the problem is still open.
© 2003 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction
1.1. The problem
Throughout, G is an undirected multigraph (for short, graph) whose node-set is denoted
by N . Given disjoint subsets U , V ⊂ N , with |V | > |U | = 2, we ask what is the maximal
number of edge-disjoint paths in G, each having the ends in the same subset. For more
detailed discussion, see below.
By a path we mean an arbitrary alternating sequence P = (x0, e1, . . . , xi−1, ei , xi , . . . ,
em, xm) of nodes and edges (up to order inversion) where ei is an edge linking the nodes
xi−1 and xi . Given a set S of unordered pairs of nodes, we call P an S-path if (x0, xm) ∈ S.
Usually, S is identified with the demand graph (or scheme) (T, S) where T is the union of
pairs in S, and its members are called terminals; the pairs of terminals not in S form the
complementary set R, in the same way identified with a graph. For arbitrary A, B ⊆ N ,
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we denote by (A, B) the set of unordered pairs (x, y), x = y, with x ∈ A and y ∈ B .
Accordingly, an (A, B)-path (or (A, B)-edge) is an unclosed path (respectively, an edge)
whose pair of ends belongs to (A, B); when B = A, we write A-path instead of (A, A)-
path, and similarly for an edge. The set of (A, B)-paths of a given graph will be denoted
by [A, B], and the set of A-paths by [A].
A multiflow in G is a non-negative weight function f (P) on paths, satisfying the
capacity constraint ΣP t (e, P) f (P) ≤ 1, e ∈ E , where t (e, P) is the number of times P
traverses e, and we say that f saturates e if this constraint holds as an equality. If the path
weights are integer (actually 0 and 1, by the capacity constraints) we call the multiflow
integer; in this case supp( f ) is a set of edge-disjoint paths, also called path packing. A
multiflow is called an A-flow if supp( f ) consists of A-paths (for whatever meaning A has
in the context).
The size of a multiflow is ‖ f ‖ := ΣP f (P), coinciding with |supp( f )| in the integer
case. A maximum T -flow (or S-flow) is one having the maximal size.
The truncation of f onto the A-paths is defined by fA(P) := f (P) if P is an A-path,
and 0 otherwise; the truncation onto [A, B] is written as fAB . The weight of (A, B)-paths
in a multiflow f will be written as f [A, B] or ‖ fAB‖, and that of A-paths as f [A] or ‖ fA‖.
When a terminal-set T ⊆ N is fixed and T -flows only are considered, we refer to the
pair (G, T ) as a network; the nodes in T are called inner. We write X for the complement
N\X of a subset X ⊆ N , and Xc for the complement T \X of a subset X ⊆ T .
Throughout, the inner nodes are assumed to have even degrees, and such networks are
called Eulerian (shortening the usual “inner Eulerian”). Our question may now be stated
as follows.
Problem 1. Given an Eulerian network (G, T ) and a partition T = U ∪ V where
|V | > |U | = 2, maximize f [U ] + f [V ] = ‖ f ‖ − f [U, V ] over integer T -flows.
This maximum will be denoted by η, and the maximum over fractional multiflows by η˜.
In general, these numbers are different; for example, the network consisting of two disjoint
4-stars, with U containing one end of each star, and V consisting of the other six ends, has
η˜ = 3 and η = 2 (cf. Theorem B below).
1.2. Discussion
A few words of motivation seem pertinent. An approach to S-flow maximization, which
might be called “smooth relaxation”, has been implicitly developed; it consists of posing
an auxiliary smoothed multiflow optimization problem and constructing its minimum-
size solution by a kind of matching procedure. The approach works if such a solution
contains a maximum S-flow. For smoothing, one chooses a metric on T (i.e., a function
µ: (T, T ) → R+ satisfying the triangle inequality) with the set S of extreme pairs and
distances µ(x, y) = 1, (x, y) ∈ S, and considers the following:
µ-problem: maximize
∑
x,y∈T
µ(x, y) f [x, y] over T -flows, (1)
which is usually easier and has specific properties due to the triangle inequality. In
particular, among solutions of a µ-problem a maximum T -flow is always present [10].
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Indeed, convert a solution f into a maximum multiflow by iterating Cherkassky’s
operation [2]: if f [y, yc] is not maximum for some terminal y then an (x, z)-path of f
is picked, with some x , z ∈ T\{y}, and transformed into an (x, y)-path and a (y, z)-
path. The resulting multiflow clearly solves (1). By somehow reversing the procedure,
solutions of the µ-problem might be constructed by matching and concatenating paths of
other solutions; maximizing such a matching would hopefully yield a least-size solution.
To accomplish the above in integers, one first confines oneself to Eulerian networks, to
escape greater difficulties. Further, an integrality theorem, stating existence of an integer
solution of the smoothed problem, is extremely helpful; it is still better if some integer
solution has the minimum size. Essential, both for integers and rationals, is the structure of
cliques of the complement R to the scheme. We briefly discuss this, denoting the collection
(clutter) of these cliques byA.
Smoothing proved to work in integers when A covers each terminal at most twice, or,
equivalently, if the dual hypergraphA∗ is a graph (which clearly has no triangle, but may
have edges with less than two ends; this inessential defect is repairable by adding sets
to A). Such schemes, sometimes called loose, are exactly those for which cut constraints
determine the fractional maximum [12], or, more precisely, which admit a positive linear
combination of cut-metrics as an LP dual solution [5, 10]. (A cut-metric on N is a function
µX : (N, N) → {0, 1} with supp(µX ) = (X, X), for ∅ ⊂ X ⊂ N .) This suggests for
smoothing the metric µ = 14ΣA∈AµA where µA is a similar cut-metric on T , in which
case the µ-problem is equivalent to the following:
locking problem: f ind a T - f low containing maximum (A, Ac)- f low,
f or all A ∈ A. (2)
Such a multiflow is said to lock the hypergraphA [10]. For loose schemes, the integrality
theorem forms a part of the locking theorem; moreover, an integer minimum-size multiflow
lockingA always exists iff A∗ is bipartite [3, 5, 10].
A correct formulation of the matching approach is due to Frank, Karzanov, and Sebo˝; for
A∗ bipartite it leads to bipartite polymatroid matching [3]. For a general loose scheme (i.e.,
a general triangle-free graph A∗), no integer multiflow locking A may have the minimum
size. A maximum integer S-flow is still derivable from the smoothed problem, in terms of
general-form polymatroid matching [4]. Thus, the graphA∗ and smoothing play the same
role in the loose-scheme path packing as do the ground graph and fractional relaxation in
usual matching maximization.
In attempt to outline the tractable cases, Karzanov [6] introduced a wider class of
clutters, by requiring only that
every three distinct pairwise intersecting members satisfy A ∩ B = A ∩ C
= B ∩ C. (3)
Following [6], define fractionality of S as the least integer k such that every Eulerian
network admits an integer maximum S-flow after replacing each edge by k parallel
edges. Karzanov proved that a scheme has finite fractionality only if A satisfies (3),
and conjectured [8] that finite fractionality cannot exceed 2. Recently, Barsky and Ilani
[1] showed that S-path packing is NP-hard if A does not satisfy (3).
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On the other hand, the condition (3) looks favorable for smoothing. Suppose for sim-
plicity that R contains no triangle, so that (3) trivially holds. This suggests for smoothing
the metric equal to 12 for (x, y) ∈ R and 1 otherwise, so (1) acquires the form
maximize Θ( f ) := ‖ f ‖ − 12‖ fR‖. (4)
In rationals, this was done earlier for a special scheme of this kind, S ∼= KU ∪ KV (union
of two complete graphs), with arbitrary node-sets U , V ⊂ N , possibly overlapping, that is,
for R = (U\V , V \U). It was observed that the terminals are extendable, without changing
maxΘ( f ), to “superterminals” Xt ⊂ N , t ∈ T , simultaneously lockable together with the
unions Xs ∪Xt , (s, t) ∈ R (which in a general network is impossible because of 3-crosses).
In other words, such a µ-problem has a superterminal version solved by a maximum multi-
flow whose (Xs , Xt )-truncations, (s, t) ∈ R, are simultaneously minimized. This property
implies “combinatorial” max–min description for the fractional maxima of bothΘ( f ) and
‖ fS‖ [10] (see also Section 2 below).
Karzanov and Manoussakis [9] established the integrality theorem for (4) with R ∼=
K2,r , using node splitting techniques supported by the LP duality. Another proof of this
result, based on the combinatorial max–min formula, is given in [11]. Problem 1 seems
therefore to be a natural starting step in studying non-loose schemes. For |V | = 3, it is
considered in Karzanov [7].
In the present paper we show that a least-size integer solution of (4) solves Problem 1,
and give a max–min description of η (Theorem A). Also, we show η˜ − η ≤ 1, describe
the most interesting case η = η˜ − 1 (not occurring if |V | < 6), and prove the fractionality
of K2 + Kr to be 2 (Theorem B). The method implements smooth relaxation (Section 3),
making use of the combinatorial max–min formula (Section 2) and the integrality theorem
for the smoothed problem; matching arguments are developed in Section 4 to settle the
case η = η˜ − 1. Proofs are nonconstructive; computing a solution is actually a maximum
“matching” problem of an unexplored kind.
Further applications of the method depend on the extent of the integrality theorem.
An obvious counterexample is provided by R ∼= K3,3: for the 6-star with the terminal-
set T = U ∪ V , |U | = |V | = 3, linked to a single inner node, the integer and
fractional maxima of (4) equal 5/2 and 3 respectively. It seems however plausible that
the integrality theorem still holds for R having no subgraph isomorphic to K3 and K3,3,
and that Theorems A and B can also be extended to this case.
1.3. Main results
More notation is needed to state the result. For X ⊆ N , the number of (X, X)-edges
in G is denoted by d(X). Given a terminal-set T , a superset Y ⊇ X is called an X-cut if
(Y\X) ∩ T = ∅, and we define
λ(X) := min{d(Y ): Y is an X-cut}. (5)
A minimum X-cut, or, in short, X-mincut, is one achieving this minimum. X is closed if
λ(X) = d(X). For singletons, we write d(x) instead of d({x}), and similarly for λ.
A disjoint pair X = (X1, X2) of subsets of N will be called a double set. Besides the
terminal-set T of Problem 1, auxiliary terminal-sets of the form TX := V ∪ X1 ∪ X2 may
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be temporarily introduced, by replacing U with X and regarding Xi as superterminals.
The latter means that we confine ourselves to Xˆ -flows where Xˆ := (Vˆ ∪ X1, Vˆ ∪ X2),
and Vˆ := V \(X1 ∪ X2) is the set of rest terminals. The maximum size of an Xˆ -flow is
given by
τ (X ) = 12

λ(X1) + λ(X2) +∑
v∈Vˆ
λ(v)

 , (6)
(cf. [12, p. 1287]), with λ(·) defined by (5), and the minimum of f [Xi , v] over the
maximum Xˆ -flows by
βX (i, v) = 12 (λ(Xi ) + λ(v) − λ(Xi ∪ {v})); (7)
see [10]. In Eulerian networks, τ (X ) and βX (i, v) have the same expression for integer
multiflows.
Given a double set X = (X1, X2), define Wi := {(i, v): v ∈ Vˆ } if Xi ∩ V = ∅,
and ∅ otherwise, and put W := W1 ∪ W2. Introduce the integer W -vector bX :=
(βX (i, v): (i, v) ∈ W ), and denote by m(b) the maximum size of a b-matching (see [12,
p. 546]) on the line graph of W (i.e., regarding distinct (i, v), (i ′, v′) ∈ W as adjacent if
either i = i ′ or v = v′). Finally, define
φ(X ) := τ (X ) − 12 |bX |. (8)
The exercise of solving Problem 1 without inner nodes would help to motivate the above
notions and clarify the below statements; it is left to the reader. The main results are
presented by Theorems A and B. The smoothed problem is formulated as
Problem 2. Maximize Θ( f ) := ‖ f ‖ − 12 f [U, V ] over T -flows,
and the maximum is denoted by θ . If f is an integer solution of Problem 2 then η ≥
‖ f ‖ − f [U, V ] = θ − 12 f [U, V ]. As mentioned above, we search for a common solution
of Problems 1 and 2. If f solves both problems then η = θ − 12 f [U, V ], implying thatf has the least number of (U, V )-paths among the integer solutions of Problem 2, and,
therefore, the least total size.
Theorem A. Let (G, T ) be an Eulerian network, with T = V ∪ U, V ∩ U = ∅, and
|V | > |U | = 2. Then
every least-size integer solution of Problem 2 solves Problem 1; (9)
and
η = min(τ (X ) − |bX | + m(bX )), (10)
where the minimum is taken over the double sets X = (X1, X2) satisfying
|Xi ∩ U | = 1 and |Xi ∩ V | ≤ 1, i = 1, 2. (11)
For fractional multiflows, η˜ = min φ(X ), over the double sets X satisfying (11) (cf.
[10, Theorem 14]). Proof of the above theorem reveals the following relations between
Problem 1 and its fractional version.
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Theorem B. Let (G, T ) be as in Theorem A; then
(B.1) η˜ − 1 ≤ η ≤ η˜, and η = η˜ − 1 if Problem 2 has a least-size integer solution f
such that
supp( fU V ) consists of two disjoint paths, with the end-pairs unlocked by f,
(12)
and only if (12) holds for every least-size integer solution; the condition (12) implies
|V | ≥ 6;
(B.2) the fractional version of Problem 1 has a half-integer solution; moreover, it has an
“almost integer” solution assigning the weight 12 to just 6(η˜ − η) paths.
Relevant properties of the smoothed problem are presented in the next section.
In the following, the terminals are assumed to be closed which is achievable by
shrinking disjoint t-mincuts. This causes no real restriction because a t-mincut X can be
replaced with λ(t) edge-disjoint (t, X)-paths.
Given a sequence A0, A1, . . . , Ar of subsets of N , a path P = (x0, e1, . . . , em , xm)
will be called an (A0, A1, . . . , Ar )-path if there exist 0 = i0 < i1 < · · · < ir = m such
that xik ∈ Ak, k = 0, . . . , m. As usual, {a} in such a case will be written as a. The set of
(A0, . . . , Ar )-paths of G will be denoted by [A0, . . . , Ar ], and the weight of these paths in
a multiflow f by f [A0, . . . , Ar ].
As in [11], the path configuration called trident plays an important role. This is a union
of four edge-disjoint paths connecting a node x ∈ V , called the pivot, to four distinct
terminals, exactly three of which are in V . The fourth path may be degenerate, that is,
consisting of just the pivot, which in this case belongs to some Ui . There are three ways to
split a trident into a (U, V )-path and a V -path, and we call a trident proper if the resulting
paths belong to a solution of the U-problem. Let a multiflow f have a (u, v0)-path P and
a (v1, v2)-path Q with a common node x ∈ V , u ∈ Ui , and distinct v0, v1, v2 ∈ V (so that
P ∪ Q forms a trident). The following operation will be referred to as a 3/2-transformation
of f : choose ε ≤ min{ f (P), f (Q)}, and add ε/2 to f (vi Qx Pv0), i = 1, 2,−ε/2 to
f (Q), and −ε to f (P).
2. Smoothed problem
In this section, the multiflows are fractional, and double sets do not meet V . It is
convenient here to replace U with such a double set U = (U1,U2), by adopting TU :=
V ∪U1 ∪U2 for the terminal-set and dealing with Uˆ-flows (see the introduction). Thus, we
address the following version of Problem 2:
U-problem: maximizeΘU ( f ) := ‖ f ‖ − 12 f [U1 ∪ U2, V ]
over the Uˆ-flows, (13)
or, in other words, the µU -problem with µU (x, y) = 0 for x, y in the same Ui , 12 for
(x, y) ∈ (U1 ∪ U2, V ), and 1 otherwise. We consider U as a parameter, and denote the
maximum by θ(U).
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2.1. Upper bound
Let U  X mean that double sets U and X = (X1, X2) satisfy Ui ⊆ Xi , i = 1, 2.
Since a Uˆ-flow is then also an Xˆ -flow, the function θ(U) is nondecreasing; that is, U  X
implies θ(U) ≤ θ(X ). Let us call U critical if X  U , X = U imply θ(X ) > θ(U).
For X  U , define an X -contraction of a Uˆ -flow f as the result of the following
procedure. As long as f has an (x, y, z)-path, P , with x, y, z ∈ TX satisfying
µX (x, y), µX (y, z) > 0, divide P into the segments P ′, P ′′ with the common end y,
and assign f (P ′) := f (P ′) + f (P), and similarly for P ′′, and f (P) := 0 afterwards.
Contracting never decreases ΘX ( f ), and preserves it iff
any x, y, z ∈ TX lying on a path of f in this order satisfy µX (x, y) + µX (y, z)
= µX (x, z). (14)
Thus, contracting transforms a solution of the X -problem into another solution.
Claim 2.1. Let f be a Uˆ -flow, and X = (X1, X2) be a double set in V .
(2.1.1) If X  U then
ΘU ( f ) ≤ φ(X ). (15)
(2.1.2) Suppose additionally that X has the property
for i = 1, 2, the (Xi , Xi )-edges are saturated by every solution of the
X -problem. (16)
Then (15) holds with equality iff f satisfies (14), and its X -contraction is a maximum
Xˆ -flow locking the sets Xi ∪ {v}, i = 1, 2, v ∈ V .
Proof. Let f be a solution of the U-problem, fˆ denote an X -contraction of f , and h
be a maximum Xˆ -flow solving the X -problem. Then ΘX ( f ) ≤ ΘX ( fˆ ) by the triangle
inequality, and ΘX (h) ≤ φ(X ) because h[Xi , v] ≥ βX (i, v), whence
θ(U) = ΘU ( f ) = ΘX ( f ) ≤ ΘX ( fˆ ) ≤ θ(X ) = ΘX (h) ≤ φ(X ), (17)
implying (15). It follows from (17) that θ(U) = φ(X ) iff (14) holds, and h satisfies
h[Xi , v] = βX (i, v) for i = 1, 2 and v ∈ V .
Let now X satisfy (16). The “if” part of (2.1.2) is obvious. To prove “only if”, note that
ΘU ( f ) = φ(X ) implies ΘU ( f ) = θ(U) = θ(X ). Since fˆ also solves the X -problem,
it remains to show that fˆ is a maximum X -flow. The maximality of fˆ follows from
the following facts: (1) its path meeting Xi has just one end in Xi , by contracting, and
(2) fˆ saturates the (Xi , Xi )-edges, and the intersection of its path with Xi is a segment,
by (16). 
The statement (2.1.2) is sometimes more practical in the following form.
Corollary 2.2. Let f and X be as in Claim 2.1, including the condition (16); then
ΘU ( f ) = φ(X ) iff (14) holds, and for all i = 1, 2 and v ∈ V
(i) f [v, vc] + 2 f [U1, v,U2] = d(v),
(ii) f [Ui , (Ui )c] + 2 f [V , Xi , V ] = d(Xi ), (18)
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and
f [Ui , v] + f [V , Xi , v] + f [U1, v, U2] = βX (i, v). (19)
A double set X in V minimizing φ(X ) subject to X  U will be called a dual solution
to the U-problem if it satisfies (16). It follows from (2.1.2) that the components Xi of a
dual solution are closed. Later in this section, we will see that dual solutions always exist
and have certain useful properties.
By the Karzanov–Manoussakis integrality theorem, the U-problem has an integer
solution. Moreover, since µ is a metric, among the integer solutions there is always a
maximum Uˆ-flow (see [11]). Clearly, a maximum Uˆ-flow f solves the U-problem iff
f [U1 ∪ U2, V ] is minimal.
2.2. Max–min description of θ(U)
For the case |U | = 2, we present here a specified formulation and a shorter proof of a
max–min relation given in [10].
Theorem 2.3. Let V ⊂ N, and let U = (U1,U2) be a double set in V . Then
(2.3.1) θ(U) = min φ(X ), over the double sets X in V satisfying X  U .
(2.3.2) A critical double setX satisfying θ(X ) = θ(U) is a dual solution to the U-problem.
Proof. Suppose first that U itself is critical. We are to prove θ(U) = φ(U), and to show
that a Uˆ-flow solves the U-problem iff its U-contraction is a maximum Uˆ-flow locking
Ui ∪ {v}, for i = 1, 2 and v ∈ V . Let f be a U-contraction of a mixed solution of the
U-problem.
First, f saturates the (Ui ,U i )-edges. Indeed, let e be an unsaturated (x, y)-edge, with
x ∈ U1 and y ∈ U1; clearly, y is not a terminal. Put X := U1 ∪ {y} and consider
X := (X,U2). Since U is critical, there exists an Xˆ -flow g with ΘX (g) > θ . For every
path P of g terminating in y define P ′ := (x, e, P) and assign g(P ′) := g(P ′)+ g(P) and
then g(P) := 0. Now g is a Uˆ-flow satisfying ΘU (g) > θ and the capacity constraints for
each edge except e. Then there exists a convex combination of f and g satisfying the same
inequality and all the capacity constraints, a contradiction. Thus, U satisfies (16).
Clearly f locks each terminal in V . To show that it locks also the sets Ui suppose that a
(U1, (U1)c)-path P of f traverses more than one (U1,U1)-edge. Then replacing P with its
minimal (U1, (U1)c)-segment yields a solution of the U-problem unsaturating some edges
in (U1,U1), contradicting (16).
Finally, f locks the sets Ui ∪ {v} for i = 1, 2 and v ∈ V . Indeed, if f unlocks U1 ∪ {v}
then f has a trident formed by a (U1, v)-path P and a V -path Q, by (5.4), because f is
mixed. Let x ∈ U1 be an end of P in U1, and y be the pivot. Since f coincides with its own
U-contraction, Q does not meet U1, so y /∈ U1. By the 3/2-transformation, there exists a
solution unsaturating the edges of x Py, and thereby an edge in (U1,U1), a contradiction.
Thus, the theorem is proved for this case.
If now U is an arbitrary double set in V , choose a critical double set X in V
satisfying X  U and θ(X ) = θ(U), and apply the earlier proved particular case of the
theorem. 
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The following properties of dual solutions are similar to those established in [11]; we
use them in Section 4.
Claim 2.4. LetX = (X1, X2) andY = (Y1, Y2) be dual solutions to the U-problem. Then
(2.4.1) if x is the pivot of a trident belonging to a solution of the X -problem and having
an end in Xi , then x ∈ Xi .
(2.4.2) (X1 ∩ Y1, X2 ∩ Y2) is a dual solution, and
(2.4.3) X  Y implies βX (i, v) ≤ βY(i, v) for i = 1, 2 and v ∈ V .
Proof. (2.4.1) follows from (16) by the 3/2-operation.
To prove (2.4.2), put Zi := Xi ∩ Yi , i = 1, 2; we are to check property (16) and
relations (14), (18) and (19); consider only the latter one, as it seems less trivial. Let f be
a mixed solution of the U-problem, and g be its Z-contraction. Choose v ∈ V , and define
W = Z1 ∪ {v} ∪ {x ∈ N : g has a (Z1, x, v)-path}. Clearly f saturates W , because an
unsaturated (x, y)-edge e with x ∈ W and y ∈ W can be inserted, there and back, into a
(Z1, x, v)-path, so as to make it traverse y.
Let P be a (Z1, t)-path of g, t /∈ Z1 ∪ {v}, such that P ∩ G(W ) is disconnected. Let
a node x belong to a component of P ∩ G(W ) which does not meet Z1, and choose a
(Z1, x, v)-path Q of g. By the construction of g, P and Q are segments of some paths
of f ; let these be, respectively, P ′ and Q′, with the other ends t ′ ∈ V \{t} ∪ U1 and
v′ ∈ V \{v}∪U1. If t ′ = v or v′ = t then decomposing P ′∪Q′ into vQ′x P ′t and t ′ P ′x Q′v′
preservesΘU ( f ). Thus, the new paths belong to f , and the intersection of one of them with
G(Z1) is disconnected, a contradiction. If t ′ = v and v′ = t then decompose P ′ ∪ Q′ into
t P ′x Q′v′ and vQ′x P ′t ′; the new paths belong to f , and the (Z1, v)-segment one of them
is uncovered by W , a contradiction. Similar arguments apply if t ′ ∈ U1 or v′ ∈ U1.
Finally, let a node x ∈ W be traversed by a path P of g with the ends outside Z1 ∪ {v}.
Then x ∈ W\X1, without loss of generality, so g has a (Z1, x, v)-path, say Q. Since
U1 ⊆ Z1 ⊆ X1, f solves the Z-problem, and so clearly does g. Moreover, X is a dual
solution of the X -problem. Since P ∪ Q is a trident of g with the pivot x , the latter belongs
to X1 by (2.4.1), a contradiction.
The property (2.4.3) is immediate from (19). 
3. Proof of the main result
Here the terminal-set is again T = U ∪ V . We denote the members of U by u1 and
u2, and always assume a double set X = (X1, X2) to satisfy ui ∈ Xi , i = 1, 2. Recall the
notation: Vˆ := V \(X1∪X2), W = W1∪W2 where Wi := {(i, v): v ∈ Vˆ } if Xi∩V = ∅, and
∅ otherwise, b := (βX (i, v): (i, v) ∈ W ) (see (7)), and m(b) denotes the maximum size of
a b-matching in the line-graph of W . The restriction of b onto Wi will be denoted by bi .
3.1. Upper bound
Claim 3.1. If f is an integer T -flow, and X = (X1, X2) is a double set satisfying (11),
then
‖ f ‖ − f [U, V ] ≤ τ (X ) − |b| + m(b). (20)
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Proof. Notice first that for non-negative integer vectors b, c defined on the node-set of an
arbitrary graph, b ≤ c implies |b| − m(b) ≤ |c| − m(c). Indeed, it suffices to check the
case |c| = |b| + 1; but then m(c) ≤ m(b) + 1, and the assertion follows.
Due to the constraint (11), no S-path has the ends in the same Xi , so we may assume
f to be an Xˆ -flow, and consider fW instead of fU V . It then suffices to show that for any
integer Xˆ -flow f there exists an integer maximum Xˆ -flow g satisfying
‖ f ‖ − ‖ fW ‖ ≤ ‖g‖ − |c| + m(c) (21)
where c := (g[Xi , v]: (i, v) ∈ W ); indeed, g being maximum implies ‖g‖ = τ (X ) and
c ≥ b, by (7), whence (20) holds due to the above property of matchings.
Integer multiflows satisfying (21) exist, say g = f ; so, we choose such g of the greatest
size subject to (21), and claim ‖g‖ = τ (X ). If not, consider an integer Xˆ -flow h of
size ‖g‖ + 1, and put δxy := h[x, y] − g[x, y], x, y ∈ {1, 2} ∪ Vˆ , and ∆ := {(x, y) :
δxy = 0}. Choose h to have∆ inclusion-minimal. Then∆ is either a singleton or a triangle
formed by some terminals x, y, z with, say, δ(x, z) = δ(y, z) = −δ(x, y) = 1 [2] (cf.
(5.3)). The claim will be proved if we show that
m(c′) − m(c) ≥ |c′| − |c| − 1 (22)
where, as above, c′ := (h[Xi , v]: (i, v) ∈ W ). The claim is trivially true when |∆| = 1, so
let ∆ be a triangle. Consider the following three cases.
If∆ ∩ W = ∅ then c′ = c, so (22) holds trivially.
Suppose |∆ ∩ W | = 1. If ∆ ∩ W consists of (x, y) then |c′| − |c| = −1 and
m(c′) ≥ m(c) − 1; otherwise we have |c′| − |c| = 1 and m(c′) − m(c) ≥ 0. Anyway,
(22) holds.
Suppose |∆∩ W | = 2. If (x, y) ∈ W then |c′| = |c| and m(c′)− m(c) ≥ −1; otherwise
we have |c′| − |c| = 2 and m(c′) − m(c) ≥ 1. In both cases (22) holds.
Thus, h satisfies (21) contradicting the choice of g. So, we have ‖g‖ = τ (X ), and the
inequality (20) follows. 
3.2. Least-size integer solutions of Problem 2
Here some immediate properties of least-size integer solutions of Problem 2 are
observed. Let f be such a solution. Then
two (U, V )-paths of f either are disjoint or have the same ends, (23)
because switching two such paths in a common inner node increases Θ( f ), and
concatenating them in the single common end decreases ‖ f ‖. Further, for i = 1, 2, let
fi denote the truncation of f onto [ui , V ]. By (23), fi is a (ui , vi )-flow with some vi ∈ V ,
and v1 = v2 when f1, f2 = 0. We distinguish between the following three cases: fi is
either zero, or locked, meaning that fi = 0 and {ui , vi } is locked by f , or free (i.e., fi = 0
and {ui , vi } is unlocked by f ).
If fi is free then ‖ fi‖ = 1. (24)
Indeed, by (5.4), there exists an integer multiflow g satisfying g[x, y] = f [x, y], x, y ∈ T ,
whose (ui , vi )-path belongs to a trident. If ‖ fi‖ > 1 then switching the trident transforms
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g into an integer solution of the same size having two (U, V )-paths with just one common
end, contradicting (23).
If f1, f2 = 0 and f [u1, v, u2] > 0 then v ∈ {v1, v2};
if v = vi then fi is locked. (25)
Indeed, v coincides with one of ui , i = 1, 2, for otherwise the union of (U, V )-paths and
a (u1, v, u2)-path of f is decomposable into two V -paths, contradicting the maximality
of Θ(g). Suppose v = v2. Construct a multiflow g by choosing a (u1, v1)-path and a
(u1, v2, u2)-path of f and decomposing their union into a V -path and a (u2, v2)-path.
Then ‖g2‖ ≥ 2, so g2, and thereby f2, is locked.
Suppose that ‖ fi‖ ≥ 2 for some i ∈ {1, 2}. Let, say, Q and Q′ be distinct paths of
f2. If U -paths P, P ′ ∈ supp( f ), traverse, respectively, some v, v′ ∈ V then v = v′, for
otherwise Q ∪ Q′ ∪ P ∪ P ′ is decomposable into the V -paths (vPu2 Qv2), (v′ P ′u2 Q′v2),
and (vPu1 P ′v′), contradicting the choice of f . Thus,
if ‖ fi‖ ≥ 2 then at most one terminal in V \{vi } is traversed by U -paths of f. (26)
We denote this terminal by v j , where {i, j} = {1, 2}, even when f j = 0.
3.3. Proof of Theorems A and B
It suffices to present a least-size integer solution f of Problem 2 and a double set X
satisfying (11) for which (20) holds with equality. Roughly speaking, we construct X by
combining a dual solution of Problem 2 with {ui , vi }-mincuts, for fi locked, in such a way
that the following conditions are satisfied:
d(Xi ) = f [ui , (ui )c] +
{
2 f [V , Xi , V ] if Xi ∩ V = ∅, cf. (18)
f [vi , (vi )c] − 2 f [ui , vi ] if Xi ∩ V = {vi }, cf. (7),
(27)
d(v) = f [v, vc] + 2 f [u1, v, u2], for v ∈ Vˆ , (28)
and
βX (i, v) = f [ui , v] + f [v, Xi , V ] + f [u1, v, u2], for (i, v) ∈ W, cf. (19). (29)
Given f andX = (X1, X2) as above, we consider in supp( f ) return paths of two types.
These are, first, (Vˆ , Xi , Vˆ )-paths, assuming Xi ∩ V = ∅, and second, (u1, V , u2)-paths,
assuming (X1 ∪ X2)∩ V = ∅. Their numbers are ρi = f [Vˆ , Xi , Vˆ ] and σ = f [u1, V , u2]
respectively, so the total number of return paths is ρ := ρ1 + ρ2 + σ . The proof falls into
four cases depending on the form of fU V ; in each case the relations (27)–(29) are shown
to imply
‖ f ‖ − f [U, V ] = τ (X ) − |b| + ρ. (30)
According to (27)–(29), the return paths generate a b-matching of size ρ, and the central
task in the foregoing proof is to show that this matching is maximum, that is
ρ = m(b). (31)
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Almost always this trivially follows from |b| ≤ 2ρ + 1; only when η = η˜ − 1 (Case 2) do
we have |b| = 2ρ + 2, and need a less trivial argument of Lemma 3.2 to prove (31).
The least-size solutions of Problem 2 has the same value of f [U, V ]; let it be denoted
by δ.
Case 1. δ ≤ 1.
A. Take for X a dual solution to Problem 2. Then (27)–(29) follow from (18) and (19),
immediately implying (30). We have |b| = 2ρ + f [U, V ] ≤ 2ρ + 1, by (29), whence
2m(b) ≤ |b| ≤ 2ρ + 1, and (31) follows.
B. Suppose ‖ f1‖ = 0 without loss of generality. We have η˜ = η + 12 if f2 is free, with
an almost integer solution obtained by 3/2-transformation, by (5.4), and η˜ = η if f2 is zero
or locked.
Case 2. Problem 2 has a solution with f1 and f2 free.
A and B. We have here δ = 2 by (24), and η˜ = θ , because 3/2-transformation of
two tridents (see (5.5)) yields an “almost integer” solution of Problem 2 with zero (U, V )-
truncation, thereby solving in rationals also Problem 1. Thus, η˜ − 1 = θ − 12δ ≤ η. We use
the following fact proved in the next section.
Lemma 3.2. If Problem 2 has a least-size integer solution f with f1 and f2 free then it
has a dual solution X such that
for each v ∈ V , at least one of the numbers βX (i, v), i = 1, 2, is zero. (32)
Let f be as in the lemma, and X be a dual solution to Problem 2 satisfying (32); then
(27)–(29) and (30) follow as in the previous case. To prove (31), note that σ = 0, by (25),
so (29) implies |bi | = ‖ fi‖ + 2ρi = 1 + 2ρi , whence m(bi ) = ρi , i = 1, 2. By (32), we
have m(b) = m(b1) + m(b2) = ρ.
Case 3. Problem 2 has a solution with f1 and f2 locked.
A and B. Let f be such a solution, and Xi be a {ui , vi }-mincut, i = 1, 2 (to ensure that
X1 ∩ X2 = ∅, one of the mincuts may be chosen inclusion-minimal). By (25), we have
f [u1, Vˆ , u2] = 0. Further, b, m(b) and ρ are zero, so (27)–(29) again imply (30), and (31)
trivially follows. Moreover, η = η˜ clearly holds.
Case 4. δ ≥ 2, and every least-size solution of Problem 2 has just one fi locked.
A. Enumerate the members of U so as to have f2 locked; then f1 is either zero or
free, and ‖ f1‖ ≤ ‖ f2‖. Further, assume ‖ f2‖ − ‖ f1‖ to be minimal subject to the above,
and call such a solution balanced. Then f [u1, V \{v2}, u2] = 0. Indeed, let v ∈ V \{v2}
be traversed by a (u1, v, u2)-path P of f . If f1 is free, the assertion follows from (25).
So suppose f1 = 0, so that ‖ f2‖ ≥ 2. Choose a (u2, v2)-path Q of f and decompose
P ∪ Q into u1 Pv and vPu2 Qv2; this preserves ‖ f1‖ ≤ ‖ f2‖ and decreases ‖ f2‖ − ‖ f1‖,
contradicting the choice of f .
Take for X1 a component of a dual solution to Problem 2, and for X2 the inclusion-
minimal {u2, v2}-mincut. Then ρ = ρ1, and, together with the relation just proved, (27)–
(29) imply ‖ f ‖ − f [U, V ] = τ (X ) − ρ − ‖ f1‖ − f [V , X1, v2] and |b| = ‖ f1‖ + 2ρ +
f [V , X1, v2] which, in turn, imply (30). Now we apply the following fact proved in the
next section.
Lemma 3.3. Suppose that Problem 2 has f [U, V ] ≥ 2 for the least-size integer solutions,
and that every such solution has fi locked for just one i ∈ {1, 2}. If a least-size integer
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solution f is balanced and has f2 locked then there exists a double set X with X1 ∩ V = ∅
and X2 | cap V = {v2}, satisfying (27)–(29) and such that f [V , X1, v2] = 0.
By the lemma, |b| = 2ρ + ‖ f1‖ ≤ 2ρ + 1 whence m(b) = ρ.
B. We have η˜ = η + 12‖ f1‖, by applying 3/2-transformation. The fractional solution
thus obtained has just three paths of weight 12 .
The main result is thus proved, up to the above two lemmas.
4. Proof of Lemmas 3.2 and 3.3
In this section, a notion of matching related to Problem 2 is introduced in the spirit
of [3] and [4], and applied to prove the lemmas of Section 3. Recall that the terminals are
assumed to be closed.
4.1. Θ -matching
We first observe certain parity properties of Problem 2. Let f be an arbitrary integer
solution. We have
f [t, tc] = d(t) mod 2, t ∈ T . (33)
Indeed, the number of terminals t with odd d(t)− f [t, tc] is even, because∑t∈T d(t) and∑
t∈T f [t, tc] are even. Suppose that (33) is false, and consider an integer solution f of
Problem 2 having d(t)− f [t, tc] odd for some t ∈ T . Let H denote the subgraph obtained
by deleting the edges of the paths of f ; then dH (t) = d(t)− f [t, tc] is odd. Since (H, T ) is
also Eulerian, H contains a (t, t ′)-path for some t ′ ∈ T\{t}, contradicting the maximality
of Θ( f ). Further,
f [U, V ] = d(u1) + d(u2) mod 2 (34)
follows from fU V = f1 + f2 and ‖ fi‖ + ‖ fU ‖ = d(ui ) mod 2.
Let now x = (x(t): t ∈ T ) be an integer T -vector satisfying
−∞ < x(t) ≤ 12 d(t), t ∈ T, (35)
and consider the x-constrained version of Problem 2: maximize Θ( f ) over the T -flows
satisfying
f [t, tc] ≤ d(t) − 2x(t), t ∈ T . (36)
The maximum of Θ( f ) under the constraints (36) will be denoted by θ(x). An integer
vector x satisfying (35) will be called a Θ -matching (or simply matching) if θ(x) = θ ; a
maximum matching is one having the greatest size x[T ] =∑t∈T x(t). By (33), an integer
solution f of Problem 2 has the least size iff the vector x given by
x(t) := 12 (d(t) − f [t, tc]), t ∈ T, (37)
is a maximum matching. In the following, we denote a matching by x, and an arbitrary
T -vector satisfying (35) by y.
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Problem 2 with constraints (36) admits unconstrained formulation, in terms of another
network, as follows. First, assume that any two terminals in V are adjacent; indeed,
inserting an edge between such terminals adds a one-edge path to every solution, fractional
as well as integer, so the set of solutions remains actually unchanged. Second, given
y = (y(t): t ∈ T ), append a disjoint copy T ′ of the terminal-set, and link each t ∈ T
to its copy t ′ ∈ T ′ by d(t) − 2y(t) parallel edges; the copy of a subset A ⊆ T will
be denoted by A′. Denote the resulting graph by G′, and consider T ′ as the terminal-set
instead of T ; the new network is clearly Eulerian.
The y-constrained version of Problem 2 is equivalent to maximizing Θ ′( f ) := ‖ f ‖ −
f [U ′, V ′] over T ′-flows in G′, to which we refer as Problem 2′. Indeed, solutions of the
two problems are correlated by prolonging T -paths to T ′. In the following, we consider
solutions of the y-constrained Problem 2 as multiflows in (G′, T ′) solving Problem 2′. For
each (x, y)-edge with x, v ∈ V , an integer solution of Problem 2′ contains the three-edge
V ′-path (x ′xyy ′); such a path will be called short. Here, as well as in the following, the
primed network parameters are related to (G′, T ′).
Let U = (U1,U2) be a dual solution to Problem 2′; then u′i ∈ Ui ⊂ {u′i }∪ N,U1 ∩U2 =
∅, and θ(y) = τ ′(U) − 12 |b′U |. Put Yi := Ui ∩ (N\V ).
Claim 4.1. Let x = (x(t): t ∈ T ) ≥ 0 be a matching, and y be a T -vector coinciding with
x everywhere except for y(v) = x(v) + 1 for some v ∈ V . If y is not a matching then
(4.1.1) θ(y) = θ − 1;
(4.1.2) Ui ∩ V = ∅ for at least one i ∈ {1, 2}.
If, additionally, ui ∈ Yi , i = 1, 2, and x(v) = 0, v ∈ V , then
(4.1.3) Y = (Y1, Y2) is a dual solution to Problem 2 (unconstrained); and
(4.1.4) βY (i, v) = 0 holds for some i ∈ {1, 2}.
Proof. It follows from (33) and (34) that θ − θ(y) is integer. Since y is not a matching, we
have then θ(y) ≤ θ − 1. On the other hand, let f be a mixed solution of the x-constrained
Problem 2; clearly, f equals 1 on the short paths. A multiflow g satisfying the y-constraint
and having Θ ′(g) = θ − 1 can be obtained by concatenating two short paths terminating
in v′; namely, choose distinct a, b ∈ V \{v}, put Q := (a′, a, v, b, b′), and define g to
coincide with f everywhere except that g(P) = 0 for P = (a′, a, v, v′) and (b′, b, v, v′),
and g(Q) = 1. Thus, (4.1.1) holds, and g is a solution of Problem 2′.
If (4.1.2) is false then g has a V ′-path (actually, a short path or Q) which meets both Ui ,
i = 1, 2, contradicting (14).
Assume now ui ∈ Yi , i = 1, 2, and x(v) = 0, v ∈ V . Let fˆ and gˆ denote a
Y-contraction of f and a U-contraction of g respectively. By Corollary 2.2, for proving
(4.1.3) it suffices to check conditions (14) and (16), and to show that fˆ is a maximum
Y-flow satisfying βY(i, t) = fˆ [Yi , t] for i = 1, 2 and t ∈ V .
We obviously have fˆ [v, vc] = d(v), v ∈ V , so it remains to check
fˆ [Yi , (Yi )c] = d(Yi ) and (38a)
fˆ [Yi , t] = βy(i, t), for each i ∈ {1, 2} and t ∈ V . (38b)
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Fig. 1. A dual solution U = (U1,U2) of Problem 2′, the U2 ∪ {t ′}-mincut Z ′, and construction of Y = (Y1, Y2)
and Z .
If Ui ∩ V = ∅, (38) coincide with the duality relations for g and U (cf. Corollary 2.2). So,
it remains to consider the case U2 ∩ V = ∅ (up to numeration), and check (38) for i = 2.
Let U2 ∩V = {w}, and putP := {P ∈ supp(g) : P ∩U2 = {w}}. Except for the path Q
in the case w = v, these paths terminate in w′. Since w is closed and x(w) = 0, we have
|P | = |(w, Y 2)| − y(w). (39)
To show (38a), note that Y2 = (U2 ∩ N)\{w}; together with (39) this yields
d(Y2) = d(U2 ∩ N) + d(w) − 2|(w, Y 2)| = d ′(U2) − 2|P |. (40)
Then fˆ [Y2, (Y2)c] = gˆ[U2, V ′ ∪ U1] − 2|P | = d ′(U2) − 2|(w, Y 2)| − 2y(w) = d(Y2), as
required. Thus, we have proved that Y2 is closed and fˆ is a maximum Yˆ-flow.
It remains to check (38b) for i = 2 and t ∈ V . Since Y2 and t are closed and fˆ is a
maximum Yˆ-flow, the inequality d(Z) ≥ d(Y2) + d(t) − 2βY(2, t) ≥ d(Y2) + d(t) −
2 f [Y2, t] holds for every Y2 ∪ {t}-cut Z in (G, TU ); therefore (38b) will be proved if we
find Z satisfying
2 fˆ [Y2, t] = d(Y2) + d(t) − d(Z). (41)
It is easy to see that Z = U2 settles the case t = w. Indeed, we have then gˆ[U2, w′] =
d(w) − 2y(w) whence fˆ [Y2, w] = gˆ[U2, w′] − |P | + y(w) = |(w, Y2)| = 12 (d(Y2) +
d(w) − d(U2)).
So, assume t = w, and let Pt ⊆ P consist of the paths terminating in t ′. Then
|Pt | = |(w, Z\Y2)|. Indeed, the (w, t ′)-segment of every P ∈ Pt has its interior nodes
in Z\Y2, and conversely, a path P ∈ P traversing Z\Y2 terminates in t ′, because gˆ locks
U2 ∪ {t ′}; since the incident edges of w are saturated by g, the equality follows. We have
then fˆ [Y2, t] = gˆ[U2, t ′] − |Pt | = gˆ[U2, t ′] − |(w, Z\Y2)|.
Let now Z ′ be the inclusion-minimal U2 ∪ {t ′}-mincut in (G′, T ′) (see Fig. 1); then
2gˆ[U2, t ′] = d ′(U2) + d ′(t ′) − d ′(Z ′), (42)
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by Corollary 2.2, whence 2 fˆ [Y2, t] = d ′(U2)+d ′(t ′)−d ′(Z ′)−2|(w, Z\Y2)|. Let us show
that (41) holds for Z := Z ′\{w, t ′} ∪ {t}. We have d ′(U2) = d(Y2) + 2(d(w) − y(w)) −
2|(w, Y2)| and d ′(t ′) = d(t) − 2y(t), so (41) will be proved if we show that
d ′(Z ′) − d(Z) = 2(−y(w) − y(t) + |(w, Z )|). (43)
Suppose first that t ∈ Z ′. Then t = v, for otherwise the path Q contradicts the definition
of Z ′ unless t = v = w, the case considered above. So we have Z = Z ′\{w, t ′}, and (43)
follows, because d(Z) = d(Z ′\{t ′})+d(w)−2|(w, Z ′\{t ′})| = d ′(Z ′)+2y(w)−2|(w, Z)|.
It remains to assume t /∈ Z ′. Then t = v, and β ′U (2, v′) ≥ 0, for otherwise v is
the pivot of a trident belonging to gˆ and should belong to U2, contradicting t = w;
therefore Z ′ = U2 ∪ {v′}, whence Z = Y2 ∪ {v}. In particular, Pv = ∅. We have
d(Z) = d(U2\{w}) + d(v) − 2|(v, Y2)|, coinciding with (41).
To prove (4.1.4), note that β ′U (i, v′) > 0 for some i implies v ∈ Ui , for otherwise
a trident formed by Q and a (Ui , v′)-path of gˆ has the pivot v outside Ui contradicting
(2.4.1). By (4.1.2), we may assume U1 ∩ V = ∅. Then βY(1, v) ≤ fˆ [Y1, V ∪ Y2] =
gˆ[U1, V ′ ∪ U1] = β ′U (1, v′) = 0, as required. 
4.2. Proof of the lemmas
Here again f is a least-size integer solution of Problem 2, and x is given by (37).
Proof of Lemma 3.3. Suppose that the integer least-size solutions of Problem 2 have
f [U, V ] ≥ 2, and that every such solution has just one of the flows fi locked. Let f
be a balanced least-size integer solution of Problem 2 with f2 locked, so f1 is either zero
or free.
Since f2 is nonzero, we have d(v2)−2x(v2) > 0. Suppose first that d(v2)−2x(v2) = 1.
Then f [u2, v2] = 1, and f [u2, V ] = 0. Let X1 be a component of a dual solution of
Problem 2, and X2 be the inclusion-minimal {u2, v2}-cut. Then X1 ∩ X2 = ∅ because each
node of X2 lies on a proper (u2, v2)-path. Then X = (X1, X2) is just as claimed by the
lemma.
Suppose now that d(v2) − 2x(v2) ≥ 2, and consider the T -vector y coinciding with
x everywhere except for y(v2) = x(v2) + 1 and y(u1) = x(u1) − 1. Then y is not a
matching. Indeed, suppose θ(y) = θ(x) = θ , and consider an integer solution g of the
y-constrained Problem 2 (not prolonging it to T ′). We have 2‖g2‖ ≥ d(u2) − 2y(u2) +
d(v2) − 2y(v2) − λ({u2, v2}) = 2‖ f2‖ − 2, the latter because f2 is locked, whence
2‖ f2‖ = d(u2)−2x(u2)+d(v2)−2x(u2)−λ({u2, v2}). Moreover, g[u1, v2, u2] = y(v2).
Suppose first that ‖g2‖ = ‖ f2‖ meaning that g2 is unlocked. Then ‖g2‖ = 1 by (24),
whence f1 = 0. By (25) we have then g[u1, v2, u2] = 0 whence y(v2) = 0, a
contradiction. So, ‖g2‖ = ‖ f2‖ − 1, meaning that g locks the pair {u2, v2}. Since f is
balanced, we have ‖g1‖ > ‖g2‖. Since both gi cannot be locked together, we have g2 = 0
and ‖g1‖ = 2. Again y(v2) = g[u1, v2, u2] = 0, for otherwise the two (u1, v1)-paths and
a (u1, v2, u2)-path of g are decomposable so as to produce a solution, say h, with both h1
and h2 locked, a contradiction.
Thus, y satisfies the condition of Claim 4.1. Let (G′, T ′) be the network representing
the y-constraint. Choose a, b ∈ V \{v2} and transform f into a solution g of Problem 2′ by
concatenating the short paths (a′, a, v2, v′2) and (b′, b, v2, v′2), into Q = (a′, a, v2, b, b′)
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(see (4.1.2)), and let U = (U1,U2) be a dual solution. Then u1 ∈ U1 because g does
not use the additional (u1, u′1)-edges, and u2, v2 ∈ U2 because v2 is the pivot of a trident
formed by Q and a path of g2, by (2.4.1). Then U1 ∩ V = ∅ by (4.1.3).
Let now X1 := U1 ∩ N and X2 be the inclusion-minimal {u2, v2}-mincut in G, that is,
the union of node-sets of (u2, v2)-paths of a mixed solution of Problem 2 (see (5.1)). Since
no such path meets U1, we have X1 ∩ X2 = ∅.
Finally, u1 ∈ X1, X1 ∩ V = ∅, and f [V , X1, v2] = 0, the latter because otherwise a
(V , X1, v2)-path of g would meet both Ui , i = 1, 2, contradicting (14).
The relations (27)–(29) follow from the relations (18) and (19) for g. The first two are
trivial, so we show only (29):
βX (1, v) = 12 (d(X1) + d(v) − λ(X1 ∪ {v})), because X1 and v are closed
= 12 (d ′(U1) + d ′(v′) − λ(U1 ∪ {v′})), because y(v) = x(v) = 0
= g[u′1, v′] + g[v′,U1, V ′] + g[u1, v, u2], by (19) applied to (G′, T ′).
(44)
By the definition of g, the latter expression coincides with (29). 
Proof of Lemma 3.2. For each i ∈ {1, 2}, fi being free implies ui ∈ Ui , because there
is a least-size solution whose (ui , V )-path participates in a trident. Further, x(v) = 0,
v ∈ V , by (25). For each v ∈ V , let y be the T -vector coinciding with x everywhere
except for y(v) = x(v) + 1 = 1. By Claim 4.1, there exists a dual solution Yv = (Y v1 , Y v2 )
to Problem 2 satisfying βYv (i, v) = 0 for some i ∈ {1, 2}. Put Xi :=
⋂
v∈V Y vi ; thenX = (X1, X2) satisfies (32), by (2.4.3). 
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Appendix
Relevant facts concerning multiflows and cuts are listed here for reference. A multiflow
f in a network (G, T ) locks a subset A ⊂ T if it contains a maximum (A, Ac)-flow, that is,
if f [A, Ac] = λ(A) (cf. the introduction). This situation can be described in the following
two ways.
(5.1) A multiflow f locks A iff there exists an A-cut Z such that f saturates the (Z , Z)-
edges, and every path of f contains at most one such edge (an A-mincut). An
inclusion-minimal A-mincut is unique, and coincides with the union of A and the
node-sets of A-paths of T -flows g satisfying g[A, t] = f [A, t] and g[s, t] =
f [s, t], s, t ∈ Ac.
Define X f := A∪{x ∈ N : f has an (A, x, A)-path}, and similarly Y f for Ac. An
(X f , Y f )-path L = (x0, . . . , xm) is called augmenting (see [12]) if either m = 0 (a
node in X ∩Y forms a degenerate augmenting path) or for each i = 1, . . . , m there is
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an (xi−1, xi )-edge which either is unsaturated or belongs to an (A, xi , xi−1, Ac)-path
of f .
(5.2) A T -flow f unlocks A iff there exists an augmenting (X f , Y f )-path. More practical
properties arise from implementing an augmenting path as a flow transformation [10,
12].
(5.3) f unlocks A iff there exists a T -flow g satisfying g[A, A] = f [A, A], g[A, t] =
f [A, t] and g[s, t] = f [s, t], s, t ∈ Ac, which either saturates no edge of some
(A, Ac)-path or has Xg ∩ Yg = ∅. The latter means that g has either
(i) an Ac-path passing through A or an A-path passing through Ac, or
(ii) an Ac-path and an A-path with a common inner node.
If f is a maximum T -flow then only (ii) can occur. The following two consequences
of (5.3) will be useful. Recall that subsets A, B ⊆ T are called crossing if the four
atoms, A ∩ B, A\B, B\A, and (A ∪ B)c, are nonempty, and a triple of pairwise
crossing subsets of T is called 3-cross. The following property actually implies the
so-called locking theorem [3, 5, 10].
(5.3′) Let H be a collection of subsets of T , and let A ∈ H belong to no 3-cross in H. If
f does not lock A then there exists a T -flow g of at least the same size such that the
inequality g[B, Bc] ≥ f [B, Bc] holds for each B ∈ H, and is strict for X = A.
(5.4) Let f be maximum-size solution of the U-problem having f [Ui , v] > 0 for some
i ∈ {1, 2} and v ∈ V . Then f unlocks A := Ui ∪ {v} iff there exists a solution g
which satisfies gst = fst , and g[Ui , t] = f [Ui , t], s, t ∈ TU\Ui and has a trident
containing a (Ui , v)-path.
(5.5) Suppose that a solution f of the U-problem unlocks two subsets Ai = Ui ∪{vi }, i =
1, 2, with vi = v2. The corresponding augmenting path transformations (see (5.3))
are then completely independent, so there exists a solution having both kinds of the
tridents described in (5.4).
In Eulerian networks, (5.1–5) hold for integer multiflows as well.
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